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This research is aimed to find out a shape and bullying typology, and to understanding bullying impact on junior high school student in Bumi Nabung district. This research is done in four school: SMP Negeri 2 Bumi Nabung, SMP PGRI 1 Bumi Nabung, MTs Ma’arif 05 Bumi Nabung, MTs Ma’arif 08 Bumi Nabung by used the qualitative methode. Data collected techniques by documents study, observation, and in-depth interview. This research have found: first, form bullying direct-verbal contact, that is to give a mocking nickname, and to extortion with intimidation. Shape bullying non direct-verbal contact, that is to mischievous with scratch spidol to the body. Second, two bullying typology is the overt violence and divert violence. Third, bullying impact to individual life, that is to afraid and secluded. Bullying impact to social life, that is reluctant to interacting, and mindering. Bullying impact to academic life, that is uncomfortable learning atmosphere, and prevent a learning achievement.
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